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POLITICS
Speakers of the parliaments of Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine called
to adopt a resolution prior to the EaP Summit
06.07.2017 - With the initiative of the Speaker of Georgian Parliament, the
Speakers of the Georgian, Moldovan and Ukrainian Parliaments addressed to the
European Parliament to adopt a Resolution prior to the EaP Summit. The joint
statement is signed by the Chairman of Georgian Parliament, Irakli Kobakhidze,
the Chairman of the Parliament of the Republic of Moldova, Andrian Candu and
the Chairman of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, Andriy Parubiy.
“Recognizing the significance of the Eastern Partnership (EaP) as an effective and strong mechanism for promoting
democracy, rule of law and sustainable economic development in the three Eastern Partnership (EaP) countries having
signed the Association Agreements (AA) with the EU – Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine; Reiterating our nations’
European aspirations and highlighting the political aim of assisting each other on the European integration path. We, the
parliaments of Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine call on the European Parliament to adopt a Resolution prior to the EaP
Summit reflecting political support and reaffirming the appeal to the European Council to opening the Perspective of
Membership to the three Associated Countries in line with Article 49 of the Treaty of the European Union”.
More: http://e.gov.ge/GwTUk

Georgian Justice and Interior Ministers participated in EU-Eastern Partnership Ministerial Meeting
07.07.2017; Tallin - Georgian Justice Minister Tea Tsulukiani and
Interior Minister Giorgi Mgebrishvili have taken part in an informal
meeting of justice and home affairs ministers in Tallin.
At the meeting Minister Tsulukiani initiated creation of a regional
network of Eastern Partnership (EaP) countries to cooperate over the
legal issues and share experience in judiciary reforms. Addressing
the participants of the meeting, Georgian Interior Minister
Mgebrishvili said the struggle against cyber crime is among the main
issues of Georgia’s priorities in 2017-2020.
“I want to thank Georgia for this wonderful initiative that the Justice Minister has shared with us today. European
Commission embraces the initiative on experience-sharing and cooperation in legal issues among the EaP countries”, European Commissioner Dimitris Avramapoulos said. More: http://e.gov.ge/ZvpTs

MFA of Georgia condemns the illegal installation of a so-called border sign across the occupation line
.

04.07.2017; Tbilisi – The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Georgia expresses its deep concern over the illegal
installation of a so-called border sign across the
occupation line in the Tskhinvali region, in the area of
Bershueti village, Gori district, as a result of which
several local farmers’ agricultural lands have
now partially fallen beyond the occupation line. This is a
continuation of the illegal process of the so-called
borderization, which not only restricts the fundamental
rights of local residents but considerably damages the
security situation on the ground and obstructs Georgia’s
efforts to achieve peaceful resolution of the conflict.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Georgia calls upon the international community to duly assess the situation in
Georgia’s occupied territory and take respective measures to stop Russia’s illegal actions. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of Georgia will use all levers at its disposal, including within the framework of the Geneva International Discussions and
international organizations, not to let the aforesaid action of Russia remain without due international assessment and
reaction. More: http://e.gov.ge/aEjch

Foreign Minister Mikheil Janelidze hold regular meeting with civil society and media representatives
.
06.07.2017;Tbilisi
– Mikheil Janelidze spoke about the activities the Georgian Foreign
Ministry has carried out during the past three months at a meeting with civil society
and media representatives. The Georgian Foreign Minister extensively spoke about the
important results achieved in the foreign policy area, including steps taken towards
ensuring the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the country and its European and
Euro-Atlantic integration.
Minister Janelidze also updated participants of the meeting on measures taken by the Ministry for strengthening strategic
partnership with the U.S., pursuing a balanced regional policy, protecting the rights of Georgian citizens abroad and
strengthening relations with the Diaspora. More: http://e.gov.ge/fQbSW

Georgian Diaspora Awards Ceremony was first time organized by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
03.07.2017; Tbilisi – Georgian Foreign Minister Mikheil Janelidze hosted an
official Diaspora Awards Ceremony. Awards went to 13 Diaspora
representatives identified in 6 nominations through contest organized by the
International Centre for Migration Policy Development (ICMPD) and the
EU-funded project 'Enhancing Georgia's Migration Management’. Many
representatives of our Diaspora have achieved great professional and career
successes in the host countries. Our diaspora has a huge potential that could
be used to the benefit of our country”, – Mikheil Janelidze said.
The award ceremony is a final step of the project “the involvement of high-profile diaspora members in development
processes in Georgia”. More: http://e.gov.ge/sNoRX

43% growth of tourism was witnessed in Georgia in June 2017
Unprecedented growth of tourism was witnessed in Georgia this June respective indicator increased by 43% - Prime Minister of Georgia Giorgi
Kvirikashvili stated during Government meeting. According to the head of
the Government, around 330 000 tourists visited Georgia this June. "The
number of tourists who spent 24 hours and more in Georgia have exceeds the
data from June 2016 by around 99 000. According to the data of last 6
months, the number of tourists has increased by 29% and this is a good
indicator”, - the Prime Minister noted. More: http://e.gov.ge/draDM

EVENTS INTERVIEWS
Georgia Congratulates United States on Independence Day
04.07.2017; Tbilisi - Georgian leaders have sent their congratulations to
the United States President Donald Trump and to the American people on
their national Independence Day. “I am pleased to emphasize that over the
centuries, the American people successfully went through various
challenges to build strong, independent and prosperous state. The US has
always been beacon of freedom and liberty for other nations as well as it
has been the main pillar for peace and stability worldwide”, - is noted in the
official letter of the President Giorgi Margvelashvili.
“Georgia sees the United States as a foremost strategic partner with whom it shares common values and interests. The
Georgian people greatly value the United States' steadfast support and significant contribution to Georgia's democratic
transformation and development over the 26 years of our regained independence”, - the letter of Georgian Prime Minister,
Giorgi Kvirikashvili reads. More: http://e.gov.ge/hFHNU http://e.gov.ge/JXfwY http://e.gov.ge/ImIdG

Mikheil Janelidze: “Our ambition is to make Georgia a full member of the EU”
03.07.2017; Berlin - German Diplomatisches Magazin has published an
interview with Georgian Foreign Minister Mikheil Janelidze, where the
Minister extensively speaks about the “Georgia-Germany Friendship Year”,
bilateral relations between the two countries and Georgia’s European
integration process. “Our ambition is to make Georgia a full member of the
EU. In order to succeed and attain the political decision we need to prepare our
country as much as possible in the practical aspects”, – the Minister says.
He focuses his attention on the six basic directions and initiatives that will help activate full potential of the ambitious
relationship Georgia has now with the EU and for sure, will contribute to transforming the association process into full
integration. More: http://e.gov.ge/sCmwc

